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Tropyc: A Pattern Language for Cryptographic SoftwareyAlexandre M. Braga Cec��lia M. F. Rubira Ricardo DahabState University of CampinasInstitute of ComputingP.O. Box 617613081-970 Campinas-SP-Brazilphone/fax:+55+19+7885842e-mail:f972314,cmrubira,rdahabg@dcc.unicamp.brAbstractThis work describes Tropyc, a pattern language for cryptographic software basedon a generic object-oriented cryptographic architecture. Nine patterns are described:Information Secrecy, Sender Authentication, Message Integrity, Signature, Signaturewith Appendix, Secrecy with Integrity, Secrecy with Sender Authentication, Secrecy withSignature, and Secrecy with Signature with Appendix. They are classi�ed according tofour fundamental objectives of cryptography (con�dentiality, integrity, authenticationand non-repudiation) and compose a closed set of patterns for this domain. Thesepatterns have the same dynamic behavior and structure. We abstracted these aspectsinto a Generic Object-Oriented Cryptographic Architecture (GOOCA).Key words: cryptography, pattern language, design patterns, softwarearchitecture, object orientation.1 IntroductionModern cryptography is been widely used in many applications, such as word processors,spreadsheets, databases, and electronic commerce systems. The widespread use of cryp-tographic techniques and the present interest and research on software architectures andpatterns led us to cryptographic software architectures and cryptographic patterns. Inthis work, we present a generic object-oriented cryptographic architecture plus a set ofcryptographic patterns, based on that architecture, classi�ed according to the objectivesof cryptography [MvOV96] (which are con�dentiality, integrity, authentication and non-repudiation, as summarized in Appendix A) and organized as a pattern language for cryp-tographic software.This paper is targeted to software engineers who have to deal with cryptography-basedsecurity requirements of object-oriented applications, but do not have much experienceyAn early version of this paper was published in the 5th Pattern Languages of Programming (PLoP'98)Conference 1



2 A. M. Braga, C. M. F. Rubira and R. Dahabin cryptography. People looking for general software architectures for their cryptographicsoftware or components are another group of interest. This work is organized as follows:Section 2 proposes Tropyc, a pattern language for cryptographic software, and a patterndescribing a generic software architecture for cryptographic object-oriented applications.Section 3 is an application example using the pattern language: a tool for electronic purchaseand on-line distribution of hypertext documents over the Internet, called PayPerClick.Section 4 contains patterns related to cryptographic services. The cryptography-basedsecurity aspects of PayPerClick are implemented as instantiations of our cryptographicpatterns in Section 5. Conclusions and future work are in Section 6. A brief introductionto cryptography is shown in Appendix A.2 A Pattern Language for Cryptographic SoftwareIn this section we propose Tropyc, a pattern language for cryptographic software. Our pro-posal focuses on three goals: (i) the de�nition of a Generic Object-Oriented CryptographicArchitecture (GOOCA for short); (ii) the description of cryptographic services as patternsand (iii) the organization of these cryptographic patterns as a pattern language. Table 2summarizes all patterns, their scopes and purposes. Tropyc deals with two kinds of forcestreated separately: those acting over a speci�c cryptographic service and those concernedwith instantiating GOOCA. Patterns in Section 4 focus on the requirements and constraintsacting over services and their compositions. GOOCA focuses on the second type, that is,those forces acting over the instantiation of our generic structure and behavior. In cryp-tography, the ends of a communication channel are usually called Alice and Bob; Eve isusually an adversary eavesdropping the channel.Pattern Scope PurposeGOOCA Generic generic software architecturefor cryptographic applicationsInformation Secrecy Con�dentiality provide secrecy of informationMessage Integrity Integrity detect corruption of a messageSender Authentication Authentication authenticate the origin of a messageSignature Non-repudiation provide the authorship of a messageSignature with Appendix Non-repudiation separate message from signatureSecrecy with Integrity Con�dentiality detect corruption of a secretand IntegritySecrecy with Sender Con�dentiality authenticate the origin of a secretAuthentication and AuthenticationSecrecy with Signature Con�dentiality prove the authorship of a secretand Non-repudiationSecrecy with Signature Con�dentiality separate secret from signaturewith Appendix and Non-repudiationTable 2: The Cryptographic Patterns and Their Purposes.2.1 Pattern Language SummaryTropyc o�ers a set of ten closely related patterns and supports the decision making processof choosing which cryptographic services address application requirements and user needs.



Tropyc: A Pattern Language for Cryptographic Software 3When on-line communication or exchange of information through �les is used, sometimes,due to great sensitiveness of data, it is necessary to guarantee its (Information) Secrecy.However, secrecy alone does not prevent either data modi�cation or replacement. Particu-larly in on-line communication, granting Message Integrity and (Sender) Authentication isalso important. There are some contexts in which it is necessary to prevent an entity fromdenying her actions or commitments. For example, some form of Signature is necessarywhen purchasing electronic goods over the Internet. Sometimes, the cryptography-basedsecurity requirements of applications lead to compositions of services in order to provideSecrecy with Integrity, Secrecy with Sender Authentication or Secrecy with Signature. Cryp-tography is time consuming, so algorithm performance is always important. Signature canbe speeded up if a Signature with Appendix is used. For e�ciency, Secrecy with Signaturewith Appendix is usually implemented instead of Secrecy with Signature. All the above situ-ations share some aspects of structure and behavior, which can be abstracted as a GenericObject-Oriented Cryptographic Architecture (GOOCA).
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Figure 1: Cryptographic Design Patterns and Their Relationships.Figure 1 is a directed acyclic graph of dependences among patterns. An edge from pat-tern A to pattern B means pattern B is generated from pattern A. GOOCA generates themicro-architecture for the four basic patterns. All other patterns are combinations of these.Thus, all nine cryptographic patterns instantiate GOOCA. A walk on the graph is directedby two questions: What cryptographic services should be used to address application re-



4 A. M. Braga, C. M. F. Rubira and R. Dahabquirements and user needs? And how should the cryptographic component be structuredto obtain easy reuse and exibility?2.2 Generic Object-Oriented Cryptographic ArchitectureContext Two objects, Alice and Bob, exchange data through messages. They need toperform cryptographic transformations, alone or in combinations, on the data. They wanta cryptography component that is exible and that could be easily reused with other cryp-tographic transformations.Problem How to design a exible object-oriented micro-architecture for a cryptographicdesign in order to facilitate component reuse?Applicability� When a separation of concerns between cryptographic non-functional requirementsand application functionality should be enforced.� When many cryptographic transformations must be accomplished and the applicationshould be independent of what transformation is performed.� When a generic interface to several kinds of cryptographic services is necessary.Forces� The dependencies between cryptographic features and application code should beminimized in order to facilitate reuse.� The readability of programs with cryptographic code should be increased.� The performance of cryptographic transformation algorithms should be preserved.Solution Alice performs a cryptographic transformation on the data before sending itto Bob. Bob receives the message and performs the reverse transformation to recover thedata. Alice and Bob must agree on what transformation to perform and share or distributekeys, if necessary. The class diagram shown in Figure 2 generalizes the cryptographictransformation into an abstract interface and distinguishes the Sender and Receiver rolesfrom the Codi�er and Decodi�er roles. GOOCA is a higher level abstraction for all othercryptographic patterns. All cryptographic patterns instantiate that structure and dynamics.The GOOCA has two template classes, Alice and Bob, and two hook classes, Codi�er andDecodi�er, as shown in Figure 2. The class Codi�er has a hook method f(), which performsa cryptographic transformation over x. The class Decodi�er has a hook method g(), whichperforms the reverse transformation, x = g(f(x)). The transformation and its reverse arebased on the same cryptographic algorithm. Figure 3 shows GOOCA dynamic behavior.
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6 A. M. Braga, C. M. F. Rubira and R. DahabConsequences� All cryptographic transformations will present a common behavior that could be gen-eralized into a exible design.� Ad hoc implementations of cryptographic facilities could have a better performancethan GOOCA instantiations, which are characterized by insertion of indirections intothe code.� Flexible and adaptable systems with cryptography-based security requirements canbe more easily obtained when cryptographic algorithms are decoupled from their im-plementations, and these two are, in turn, decoupled from the cryptographic servicesthose systems use.� Cryptography-based security requirements are usually non-functional requirements ofgeneral purpose applications and should not pollute application functionality. Theexplicit separation of concerns in two kinds of requirements facilitates readability andreuse.Implementation Factors� This pattern can be easily adapted to deal with �le storage and recovery. In such asituation, the send and receive messages could be replaced by store and recovery ones,respectively. Also, the reference Alice has to Bob can be avoided.� Computational reection can be used to make explicit the distinction of concernsand to restrict cryptographic code to a meta-level, responsible for interception ofcommunication or storage requests and encryption of intercepted data.� Before secure communication begins, a previous negotiation step is necessary in or-der for the parties to agree on which transformation will be performed, and also toexchange information such as keys and algorithm parameters.� Eve's role depends on the instantiation. Basically, she can replace, modify or inserther own messages into the communication channel.Example An electronic payment system, due to its strong security requirements, is bet-ter designed as an instantiation of GOOCA. Such an application, called PayPerClick, isdesigned and implemented in sections 3 and 5, respectively.Known Uses All the cryptographic patterns described in Section 4, and widely used insystems as [HY97, Her97, CGHK98, HN98, BDR98], are instantiations of GOOCA.



Tropyc: A Pattern Language for Cryptographic Software 7Related Patterns Some well known patterns can be used when instantiating GOOCA.The Strategy [GHJV94, 315] pattern can be used to obtain algorithm independence. TheBridge [GHJV94, 151] pattern can be used to obtain implementation independence. The Ab-stract Factory [GHJV94, 87] pattern can be used in the previous negotiation step to decidewhich algorithm or implementation to use. The Observer [GHJV94, 293], Proxy [GHJV94,207], and Client-Dispatcher-Server [BMR+96, 323] patterns can be used to obtain locationtransparency. The Forwarder-Receiver [BMR+96, 307] pattern could be combined with thecryptographic patterns in order to o�er secure and transparent interprocess communication,in such a way that Alice becomes part of the Forwarder and Bob is incorporated into theReceiver. The State [GHJV94, 305] pattern could also be used to provide state dependentbehavior, such as turning the security of the channel on and o�. The NullObject [MRBV97,5] pattern can be used to design a null transformation. The Reection pattern [BMR+96,193] can be used to decouple application functionality and cryptography. Lower level secu-rity aspects, such as cryptography, can be encapsulated into a Security Access Layer [YB97,16].3 PayPerClick: An Electronic Payment System
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Figure 4: Electronic Commerce Participants.In order to illustrate the applicability of this pattern language, we will use its crypto-graphic patterns over a large example, the design of an electronic commerce application.We will consider only the cryptography-based security aspects of such applications. Otheraspects, such as distribution and fault tolerance, will not be considered. Patterns of Section4 address particular aspects of this example. Figure 4 shows the three main entities ofelectronic commerce applications and the ow of money and sensitive data among them[AJSW97]. The Broker is usually a bank or a �nancial institution like Visa or Master-Card. The Payee can be an Internet access provider and Payers are the customers. Payersmake resquests to Brokers for electronic cash, which can be debited in Payers' credit cards.



8 A. M. Braga, C. M. F. Rubira and R. DahabPayers can use their electronic cash to buy (electronic) goods over the Internet. They canrequest a receipt, which is emitted by Payees. Payees request redemption to Brokers, whoredeem Payees for sale of goods to Brokers' clients. Usually, real money ows only fromBrokers to Payees. Two good sources of information about electronic payment systems are[FD98, HY97].Our application is a tool for electronic purchase and on-line distribution of hypertextdocuments based on the model of Figure 4. Hypertext documents are accessible throughlinks to HTML pages and visualized through web browsers. This kind of application is usefulfor sale of on-line books through links in their table of contents. Customers interested in aspeci�c book section can buy only the necessary information clicking on a hyper-link. Wecall this tool PayPerClick [BDR98]. The Composite [GHJV94, 163] pattern can be used tocompute document value and �ngerprint. The �ngerprint is an MDC (see Appendix A.1)of a speci�c tree of hyper-documents using a speci�c traversal policy. The Payer part of theapplication can be a Java applet or a Netscape plug-in, which communicates with its webserver (Payee or Broker). Payers usually have an electronic wallet. Brokers emit electroniccash which can be divided in a �xed amount of electronic coins, which are used in payments.Figures 5 and 6 show how to model a PayPerClick payment transaction as an instantiationof GOOCA. Two patterns are used in these diagrams, Sender authentication and Signature.The �rst is used to authenticate the payment; the second, to sign the receipt.
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receipt Figure 6: Payment Dynamics.4.1 Information SecrecyContext Alice wants to send sensitive messages to Bob. She wants to keep these messagessecret from Eve, whom Alice suspects may be trying to read her messages.Problem How can Alice send a message to Bob in such a way that Eve cannot possiblyread its content?Applicability� When two entities need to share con�dential information.� When is necessary to decouple encryption from communication or storage.Forces� The cost of encryption must not be greater than the intrinsic value of the messagebeing encrypted.� Eve cannot, in any situation, gain access to the message contents. This is the mainrequirement of this pattern.� The cost Eve has to pay to break a message must be much greater than the valueattributed to that message.



10 A. M. Braga, C. M. F. Rubira and R. DahabSolution This pattern supports encryption and decryption of data. Alice and Bob previ-ously agree on a cryptographic engine and on a shared secret key (if public key cryptographyis used, Bob must �rst obtain Alice's public key). Bob enciphers the message and sends itto Alice. Alice deciphers the enciphered message and recovers the original message.Consequences� Encryption is slow. The security of an encrypted information is in the encryption keyand the strength of a cryptosystem is based on the secrecy of a long key. However,the longer the key, the slower is the algorithm.� Eve cannot read the message contents, but she can always replace or modify theencrypted message or perform some other kind of attack.� Errors of transmission or in the storage device can potentially make the recovery oforiginal message impossible.Implementation Factors� Private or secret keys must be kept protected from unauthorized copy or modi�cation.� An infrastructure to distribute or make public keys broadly available is necessary.� Some sort of error detection is usually required in order to avoid message losses.� A choice must be made of the cryptosystem to be used (symmetric secret key, asym-metric public key or hybrid).Example When a Payer makes a cash request in PayPerClick, he sends the Broker hiscredit card number encrypted. Payer encrypts his card number with his encryption key andsends it to Broker within a cash request. Broker decrypts card number with his decryptionkey and use it to debit the cash amount requested.Known Uses A common use of this pattern is the encryption of electronic mail [Her97].4.2 Message IntegrityContext Alice sends large messages to Bob. He wants to verify the integrity of the re-ceived messages, which Eve may have modi�ed or replaced. Alice and Bob do not sharecryptographic keys, so they cannot sign messages or authenticate them with Message Au-thentication Codes (MACs) (see Section A.1).Problem How can Bob determine whether a message he received has been modi�ed?



Tropyc: A Pattern Language for Cryptographic Software 11Applicability� When the occurrence of errors of transmission or in storage must be detected.� When detection of unauthorized modi�cation of data is necessary.� When generating unique identi�ers for messages or data records.Forces� The mechanism for integrity checking should not allow Eve to easily produce a validbut fake message that would stand the veri�cation procedure.� The mechanism should be robust against small accidental modi�cation of data.� The mechanism should be cheap to use.Solution Alice and Bob agree to use a Modi�cation Detection Code (MDC) (see SectionA.1). Alice computes the MDC of the message and sends both message and MDC to Bob.Bob computes the MDC of the message and compares it with that received from Alice. Ifthey match, the message is genuine.Consequences� It is necessary to verify a relatively small MDC to determine whether a large amountof data has been modi�ed.� Eve still has the ability of substituting both the message and the corresponding MDC.� MDCs by themselves do not guarantee the authorship of a message.Implementation Factors� A message must be bound to its corresponding MDC in such a way that Bob could notbe confused during veri�cation by trying to match a wrong pair. In communication,messages and MDCs could be sent to Bob separately (in such a case some sort ofsynchronization is necessary) or the MDC could be attached to the message. Instorage, it is common to keep the MDC and corresponding data separate.� Integrity of messages can be obtained by sending each message at least twice and com-paring the copies. Furthermore, sending short messages twice may be less expensivethan computing and sending a relatively large MDC.Example In PayPerClick, electronic payments must have their integrity preserved inorder for the Payee veri�cation to succeed; so, at least one MDC should be computed foreach payment. Payer generates the payment package of coins, compute the MDC of it andsends both payment and MDC to Payee, which veri�es its correctness.



12 A. M. Braga, C. M. F. Rubira and R. DahabKnown Uses Two common uses of MDCs are detection of �le modi�cation caused byviruses and generation of pass-phrases to produce cryptographic keys. Also, MDCs couldbe used as unique identi�ers of electronic coins in electronic commerce applications [FD98].4.3 Sender AuthenticationContext Alice and Bob want to exchange messages, but they cannot distinguish theirown messages from the ones Eve may have included into the communication channel. Also,they have the ability to share secrets in a secure way.Problem How can genuine messages be distinguished from spurious ones?Applicability� When the occurrence of errors during transmission or storage must be detected.� When detection of corruption or unauthorized modi�cation of data is necessary.� When it is necessary for Alice and Bob to certify themselves of the origin of exchangedmessagesForces� It must be hard for Eve to forge authentic messages.� The authentication mechanism should detect accidental data modi�cation.� The mechanism should be cheap to use; that is, cheaper than the intrinsic value ofthe data being authenticated.Solution Alice and Bob agree previously on a shared secret key and a cryptographicalgorithm to generate Message Authentication Codes | MACs (see Appendix A.1). Alicecomputes the MAC of the message and sends both, message and MAC, to Bob. Bobcomputes the MAC again and compares it with the one received from Alice. If they match,the message is genuine and must have been sent by Alice, because, other than Bob, onlyAlice knows the secret key and can compute the correct MAC.Consequences� A message can only be authenticated if an information recognized only by the com-municating parts is intrinsically associated with it. If the authentication informationis a function of both data and a secret, the replacement of messages or parts of themcan be detected.� Authorship cannot be proved to a third party, since both sides can compute validMACs.



Tropyc: A Pattern Language for Cryptographic Software 13Implementation Factors� A secure means to exchange and keep a secret key is necessary, since the security ofa MAC is in the secrecy of the key.� As with MDCs, a message must be bound to its corresponding MAC.� MACs can be implemented in many ways. Two common possibilities are symmetriccryptosystems and cryptographic hash functions.Example Eve could have the ability of substitute her coins for someone else's. MACscan be used to detect payment substitutions. The Payer generates a payment package ofcoins, computes a MAC of it and sends both payment and MAC to Payee, who veri�esits correctness and authenticity. Such a situation works well for the Payee, who alwaysreceives valid payments. However, a Payer can always repudiate old payments and stillrequest redemption to Broker. If the value of payments is relatively large and coin lossesare frequent, Signature could be a better solution to this problem.Known Uses MACs can be used to authenticate IP packages over the Internet [CGHK98].4.4 SignatureContext Alice sends messages to Bob, but they cannot distinguish their own messagesfrom the ones Eve may insert into the communication channel. Furthermore, Alice can laterdispute the authorship of messages actually sent by her. In such a situation, Bob cannotprove to a third party that only Alice could have sent that message. Also, Alice has apublic/private key pair and her public key is widely available.Problem How to guarantee that messages have a genuine and authentic sender in such away that Alice cannot repudiate a message sent by her to Bob?Applicability� When non-repudiation of messages must be guaranteed.Forces� Signatures must be dependent from the data being signed. Otherwise, they couldeasily be copied and tied to a di�erent message. As a consequence, signatures mustalso guarantee data integrity.� Signatures must be hard to forge or alter.� The cost of signing must be substantially cheaper than the data being signed.� It must be possible to verify the authenticity of a signature independently of its author.



14 A. M. Braga, C. M. F. Rubira and R. DahabSolution Alice and Bob agree on the use of a public key digital signature protocol (seeAppendix A.1). Alice enciphers a message with her private key and sends the signed messageto Bob. He deciphers the signed message with Alice's veri�cation key. If the encryptedmessage makes sense to Bob, then, since only Alice's signing key could have been used togenerate a meaningful message after decryption by Bob, it must be true that Alice is thesender of that message.Consequences� Signatures are usually as large as the data being signed, sometimes producing anintolerable overhead.� Verifying the message authorship is based solely on the secrecy of the author's key.Implementation Factors� Public key cryptographic algorithms are generally used to generate digital signatures.� A secure means of storing the author's private key is necessary.� An infrastructure to distribute or make public keys broadly available is necessary.Example This pattern is used in PayPerClick in two situations of non-repudiation oforigin: cash emitting by the Broker and receipt emitting by the Payee. In the �rst, Brokerproduces a cash amount, signs it and sends this signed cash to Payer, which veri�es thecash authenticity. In the second, a Payee veri�es if a single coin was emitted by a speci�cBroker.Known Uses Digital signatures are used in electronic commerce applications in the au-thentication of customers and merchants [FD98]. Also, they can be used to guaranteeauthenticity and non-repudiation of information obtained over the Internet [HN98].4.5 Signature with AppendixContext Alice and Bob sign messages they exchange in order to prevent modi�cations orreplacement and to provide Signatures. However, they have limited storage and processingresources and the messages they exchange are very large and produce large signatures.Problem How to reduce the storage space required for a message and its signature whileincreasing the performance of the digital signature protocol?Applicability� When a message can be separated from its signature.� When the digital signature protocol requires an improvement of performance.



Tropyc: A Pattern Language for Cryptographic Software 15Forces Similar to those of the Signature pattern.Solution Two patterns are combined to solve this problem: Signature and Message In-tegrity. This pattern implements a digital signature protocol over a message hash value,which is an MDC. Alice computes a hash value of the message and signs it. Both messageand signed hash value are sent to Bob. Bob decrypts the signature and recovers the hashvalue. He then computes a new hash value and compares it with the one recovered fromthe signature. If they match, the signature is true.Consequences� When no technique to reduce signature size is used, digital signatures are usually aslarge as the data being signed. However, if messages are small, the inclusion of a newcomputation step to reduce the signature size is not necessary. An important trade-o�is the relation between the impact of additional computations over performance andthe ratio between the size of messages and their signatures.� The combination of weak MDCs with Signature can potentially decrease the securityof digital signature protocols.Example Non-repudiation of receipt is obtained by signing a payment receipt. In PayPer-Click, including a raw digital signature into the receipt, for each node in the hyper-document's tree, could not be practical, due to a large number of large documents. Evenif a Signature with Appendix is computed for each tree node, a large number of nodes canstill result in a large receipt. On the other hand, signing a single �ngerprint of a hyper-document's tree is a Signature with Appendix of that tree. PayPerClick binds a receipt to itscorresponding purchased hyper-documents, including a �ngerprint of that hyper-document'stree into the receipt being signed.Known Uses When a user of an Internet application must digitally sign information, fore�ciency reasons, it is better to produce small signatures [CGHK98]. Signed applets area means by which Java code can be authenticated. JDK uses Signature with Appendix toproduce small signatures for large amounts of code [Knu98].4.6 Secrecy with IntegrityContext Alice and Bob exchange encrypted messages, but they cannot detect modi�ca-tion or replacement of encrypted messages by Eve. Also, they do not want to share a secretkey for authentication purposes alone.Problem How to preserve the integrity of an encrypted message without loss of secrecy?



16 A. M. Braga, C. M. F. Rubira and R. DahabApplicability� When the occurrence of errors during secret transmission or storage must be detected.� When detection of unauthorized modi�cation of secrets is necessary.Forces� It is desirable that integrity may be veri�ed without disclosure of the secret.� Granting secrecy and data integrity at the same time should not happen at the expenseof one or the other. That is, applying mechanisms for integrity and secrecy separately,should be at least as e�ective as applying a method which simply composes bothfeatures. For instance, it should not be any easier to decipher a message in thepresence of some MDC than it is without it.Solution Two previous patterns are combined to solve this problem: Information Secrecyand Message Integrity. The MDC can be computed over the original not encrypted mes-sage. Both encrypted message and MDC are sent to Bob. This pattern only requires onepublic/private key pair (or a shared secret key) for encryption purposes.Consequences� Malicious replacements of messages can still cause valid data to become completelygarbled, or change its meaning, after decryption.� The computation and veri�cation of MDCs cause a decrease of performance.Implementation Factors There are two ways of implementing this pattern: computingMDC over encrypted message or computing MDC over message before encryption. In the�rst, transmission errors can be detected before decryption. In the second, if the messagestructure is unknown, small transmission errors can only be detected after decryption andMDC veri�cation.Example If the encrypted card number arrives corrupted at Broker, maybe due to trans-mission errors, it will not be decrypted successfully. Broker should have the ability to detectencrypted message corruption which may cause it to use a wrong but valid card number.During a PayPerClick cash request, Payer should compute an MDC of the card number,encrypt the number and send both MDC and encrypted number to Broker, who decryptsthe number and veri�es its correctness.4.7 Secrecy with Sender AuthenticationContext Alice and Bob use public key cryptography to exchange encrypted messages.Eve may intercept messages, but she cannot read their contents. However, she can replaceor modify these messages in such a way that Alice and Bob cannot detect these modi�cationsor replacements.



Tropyc: A Pattern Language for Cryptographic Software 17Problem How can Alice authenticate the origin of an encrypted message without loss ofsecrecy?Applicability� When the occurrence of errors during secret transmission or storage must be detected.� When detection of unauthorized modi�cation of secrets is necessary.� When detection of encrypted message replacement is necessary.Forces Similar to the previous composition pattern.Solution Two previous cryptographic patterns are combined to solve this problem: In-formation Secrecy and Sender Authentication. The MAC should be computed over theoriginal, not the encrypted message. Both encrypted message and MAC are sent to Bob.The secret key used to compute the MAC must be di�erent from that used for encryption.Consequences� Sender Authentication restricts the number of entities who can produce genuine en-crypted messages, but do not grant authorship.� Sender Authentication inserts a new step in both the encryption and decryption pro-cesses in order to compute and verify a MAC, which can result in a decrease ofperformance.Implementation Factors� If Alice and Bob use secret key cryptography for encryption and they are the onlyones who share that secret, Sender Authentication is redundant and useless, exceptfor granting an extra degree of security.� Again, there are two possible implementations: to compute authentication beforeencryption or to authenticate the encrypted message.Example In a PayPerClick cash request, if secret key cryptography is used for encryptionof the card number and the secret key is shared only by a pair Payer/Broker, a simpleform of sender authentication is obtained. The Payer can use a MAC to provide senderauthentication and the secret key used in MAC computations must be di�erent from thatone used for encryption purposes.Known Uses Secrecy and authentication can be combined in order to secure IP packagesover the Internet[CGHK98].



18 A. M. Braga, C. M. F. Rubira and R. Dahab4.8 Secrecy with SignatureContext Alice and Bob exchange encrypted messages, but they cannot prove the author-ship of an encrypted message. Furthermore, Eve can modify, replace or include messagesinto the communication channel in such a way that Alice and Bob cannot detect the spuriousmessages. Alice and Bob already share keys for secrecy purposes.Problem How can Bob prove the authorship of an encrypted message without loss ofsecrecy, in such a way that its integrity and origin authentication are also implicitly guar-anteed?Applicability� When non-repudiation of a secret must be guaranteed.Forces Similar to the two previous composition patterns.Solution Two previous cryptographic patterns are combined to solve this problem: In-formation Secrecy and Signature. Alice signs a message with her signing key, encrypts thesigned message with Bob's encryption key and sends it to Bob. Bob deciphers the encryptedmessage with his decryption key and veri�es the signed message with Alice's veri�cationkey.Consequences� Signature can grant authorship of encrypted messages by inserting an intermediatestep into the encryption/decryption process, causing a loss of e�ciency.Implementation Factors� It is recommended that di�erent keys or key pairs be used for encryption and signing.� Again, this pattern can be implemented in two di�erent ways according to the orderof operations. Since the signed message is the signature itself, detection of modi�ca-tion can only be done with both decryption and veri�cation. In order to prevent thissituation, encrypted messages can be concatenated to a known header before sign-ing. This strategy does not work with encryption of a signed message plus a knownheader, when the encryption mode is ECB. A better strategy is the use of Secrecywith Signature with Appendix. Information about block ciphers and operation modescan be found in [Sch96].



Tropyc: A Pattern Language for Cryptographic Software 19Example When sending his/her credit card number over the Internet, a user requires itssecrecy. On the other hand, a vendor upon receiving such a number, needs the assuranceof non-repudiation by the sender in the future. In a PayPerClick cash request, if secretkey cryptography is used to encrypt the card number and the secret key is shared only bya pair Payer/Broker, a simple and limited form of sender authentication can be obtainedimplicitly.4.9 Secrecy with Signature with AppendixContext Alice and Bob exchange encrypted signed messages to prevent modi�cation orreplacement and to achieve secrecy and non-repudiation. They need to manage limitedstorage and processing resources. However, the messages they exchange are very large andproduce large signatures.Problem How to reduce the amount of memory necessary to store a message and itssignature, while increasing system performance, without loss of secrecy?Applicability� When a secret must be separated from its signature.� When the digital signature protocol requires an improvement of performance.Forces Similar to previous pattern combinations.Solution Two patterns are combined to solve this problem: Information Secrecy andSignature with Appendix. Alice computes a hash value of the message and signs it withher signing key. She then encrypts the original message with Bob's encryption key. Bothencrypted message and signed hash value are sent to Bob. He deciphers the encryptedmessage with his decryption key and decrypts the signed hash value with Alice's veri�cationkey. Bob computes a new hash value of the message and compares it with that receivedfrom Alice. If they match, the signature is true.Consequences The inclusion of a new processing step to reduce the signature size withina computation that already has two processing phases, one to encrypt/decrypt data andanother to compute or verify a signature, is a di�cult decision. Again small losses ofperformance must be negligible in order to save a relatively large amount of space andreduce the amount of data to be transmitted.Implementation Factors This pattern can be implemented in two ways: signing ofmessage MDC before message encryption, or signing of an encrypted message's MDC.



20 A. M. Braga, C. M. F. Rubira and R. DahabExample Electronic forms usually contain a lot of sensitive information which requiressecrecy and non-repudiation. A typical cash request form could have �elds for credit cardinformation such as number, expiration date, card type and owner; other �elds may containthe amount of cash requested, value of coins, etc. The use of digital signatures to guaranteenon-repudiation of that sensitive data, which should also be encrypted, can potentiallyresult in large signatures. Secrecy with Signature with Appendix applied over all form �eldscan solve the above problem with a substantial performance improvement.5 Programming Cryptographic PatternsThe Java code in this Section corresponds to a PayPerClick transaction and uses JavaCryptographic Architecture (JCA), available since JDK 1.1. The classes SecureRandom,Signature, SignedObject, PublicKey and PrivateKey are part of JCA. Classes Cipher,SealedObject and SecretKey belong to Java Cryptographic Extension (JCE). Informationabout the Java cryptographic API can be found in [Knu98]. Classes Signer and Verifierperform digital signing and veri�cation, respectively. A Signer should be initialized witha PrivateKey and a Signature engine. A Verifier takes a Signature engine and aPublicKey. Method Signer.sign() returns a SignedObject containing the object beingsigned and its digital signature. Method Verifier.verify() takes a SignedObject andreturns true if the veri�cation succeeds.class Signerfprivate Signature engine;private PrivateKey key;public Signer(Signature engine, PrivateKey key)fthis.key = key; this.engine = engine;gpublic SignedObject sign(Serializable o)f return(new SignedObject(o,key,engine));ggclass Verifierfprivate Signature engine;private PublicKey key;public Verifier(Signature engine, PublicKey key)fthis.key = key; this.engine = engine;gpublic boolean verify(SignedObject o)f return(o.verify(key,engine));ggThe Payer class contains a Signer to sign payments, an Encipher, used to encryptcredit card numbers, and two instances of Verifier, one used to verify payment receiptsemitted by the Payee, another to verify cash emitted by the Broker. A Vector is used as asimple electronic wallet. Payer has two methods, payForGoods(), which emits a paymentto Payee and requests a signed receipt, and cashRequest(), which is used to ask Broker formoney. Method payForGoods() emits a SignedObject containing a payment of price coinsto a Payee. The required amount of coins is removed from the wallet, the payment is signed



Tropyc: A Pattern Language for Cryptographic Software 21and sent to Payee, from whom a receipt is requested. A payment transaction succeeds if thepayment succeeds and the receipt is authentic. Method cashRequest() asks Broker for anamount of electronic money, which should be debited from Payer credit card. The numberof the Payer card is sent to Broker into a SealedObject. A SignedObject containing cashis received, veri�ed and used to �ll the Payer's wallet, if the previous veri�cation succeeded.class Payerfprivate Verifier vPayee, vBroker;private Encipher e;private Signer s;private SignedObject receipt;private String myCardNumber = "0001 0002 0003 0004";private Vector wallet;public Payer(Signer s, Encipher e, Verifier vPayee, Verifier vBroker)fthis.s = s; this.e = e; this.vPayee = vPayee; this.vBroker = vBroker;gpublic boolean payForGoods(Payee p, int price)fboolean ok = true;Vector payment = new Vector();for(int i = 0; i < price; i++) fObject coin = wallet.firstElement();payment.addElement(coin);wallet.removeElement(coin);gok &= p.getPayment(s.sign((Serializable) payment));receipt = p.emitReceipt();ok &= vPayee.verify(receipt);if (ok) System.out.println(receipt.getObject());return(ok);gpublic boolean cashRequest(Broker b, int amount)fboolean ok;ok = b.getCreditCard(e.encrypt(myCardNumber));SignedObject o = b.emitCash(amount);ok &= vBroker.verify(o);if(ok) wallet = (Vector) o.getObject();return(ok);ggClass Payee contains a Signer to sign receipts and two instances of Verifier. One toverify payments signed by Payer, and another to verify single coins, emitted and signedby Broker, contained in payment. Payee has two methods, emitReceipt(), which emits asigned receipt of payment, and getPayment(), used to verify and account for payments andcoins. Method emitReceipt() returns a SignedObject, which contains the number of validcoins received since the last receipt was emitted. This implementation does not consider thepurchased goods for which this receipt is being emitted. A better solution should containthe �ngerprint of the purchased document. Method getPayment() takes a SignedObject



22 A. M. Braga, C. M. F. Rubira and R. Dahaband veri�es if it is a valid payment with valid coins in it. Payments are veri�ed with thePayer veri�er; coins are veri�ed with the Broker veri�er. The method returns true if allveri�cations succeed.class Payeefprivate Signer s;private Integer coinCounter = new Integer(0);private Verifier vBroker, vPayer;public Payee(Signer s, Verifier vBroker,Verifier vPayer )fthis.s = s; this.vBroker = vBroker; this.vPayer = vPayer;gpublic SignedObject emitReceipt()fString str = (coinCounter.intValue() 6=1?"s":"");String receipt = "I received " + coinCounter.toString() + " coin"+str+" from You. Since last receipt was emitted.";this.coinCounter = new Integer(0);return(s.sign(receipt));gpublic boolean getPayment(SignedObject payment)fboolean ok;int counter = coinCounter.intValue();ok = vPayer.verify(payment);Vector coins = (Vector) payment.getObject();for(int i = 0; i < coins.size();i++) fok &= vBroker.verify((SignedObject) coins.elementAt(i));if(ok) this.coinCounter = new Integer(++counter);greturn(ok);ggThe class Broker contains a Decipher, used to decrypt Payer's card number, and aSigner to authenticate cash he emits. Broker has two methods: getCreditCard(), whichreceives a SealedObejct containing Payer's encrypted card number, and emitCash(), usedto generate an amount of coins. In emitCash(), an amount of cash is a Vector in whicheach coin is a SignedObject containing a random value. Cash amount is also contained ina SignedObject.class Brokerfprivate Decipher d;private Signer s;public Broker(Decipher d, Signer s)f this.d = d; this.s = s;gpublic boolean getCreditCard(SealedObject o)fSystem.out.println("Card Number is "+d.decrypt(o));return(true);gpublic SignedObject emitCash(int amount)fVector cash = new Vector(amount);



Tropyc: A Pattern Language for Cryptographic Software 23SecureRandom sr = new SecureRandom();byte[] random = new byte[20];sr.nextBytes(random);for(int i = 0; i<amount; i++) cash.addElement(s.sign(new String(random)));return(s.sign(cash));gg6 Conclusions and Future WorkCryptographic support is becoming a default feature in many applications. In order to facil-itate the design, implementation and reuse of exible and adaptable cryptographic software,the architectural aspects of cryptographic components and the patterns that emerge fromthem should be considered. In this work, we present a pattern language for cryptographicsoftware. We consider our pattern language to be complete and closed into the crypto-graphic services domain for two reasons: (i) The nine patterns, except GOOCA, representall valid combinations of four well stablished cryptographic objectives. (ii) The crypto-graphic patterns are widely used in many applications [HY97, Her97, CGHK98, HN98] andsupported by many cryptographic APIs [Knu98, Kal95, CSS97]. However, other auxiliarypatterns and pattern languages supporting infraestructure services for cryptosystems couldbe possible. Tropyc documents the current usage of cryptographic techniques and the ex-perience of cryptographic software practitioners. Therefore, it can be used to guide thedecision making process for the design of cryptographic features.7 AcknowledgmentsThis work is partially supported by CNPq; PRONEX-Finep, grant 107/97 for RicardoDahab and FAPESP, grants 97/11128-3 for Alexandre Melo Braga and 96/15329 for LSD-IC-UNICAMP. We would like to thank our shepherd Robert Orenstein and the workshopsession members at the PLoP'98 conference, whose suggestions and comments were veryimportant during the writing of the present version of this paper.A Basic Cryptographic ConceptsHistorically associated to encryption, modern cryptography is a broader subject, encom-passing the study and use of mathematical techniques to address information security prob-lems, such as con�dentiality, data integrity and non-repudiation. Usually, four objectivesof cryptography are considered [MvOV96]: con�dentiality, integrity, authentication, andnon-repudiation. Accordingly, there are four basic cryptographic services: (i) encryption/decryption to obtain secrecy or privacy, (ii) MDC (Modi�cation Detection Code) gener-ation/veri�cation, (iii) MAC (Message Authentication Code) generation/veri�cation, and(iv) digital signing/veri�cation. These four services can be combined in speci�c and limitedways to produce more specialized services.Con�dentiality is the ability to keep information secret except from authorized users.Data integrity is used to guarantee information has not been modi�ed without permission,



24 A. M. Braga, C. M. F. Rubira and R. Dahabwhich includes the ability to detect unauthorized manipulation. Sender (origin) authen-tication corresponds to the assurance by the communicating parties, of the origin of aninformation transmitted through an insecure communication channel. Non-repudiationis the ability to prevent an entity from denying its actions or commitments in the future.A.1 Cryptographic ServicesSecret or symmetric key cryptography is the set of cryptographic techniques in which asingle key is used both to encrypt and decrypt data. The key is a shared secret betweentwo or more entities. In public key cryptography, a pair of di�erent keys is used, one keyfor encryption, another for decryption. The encryption key is publicly known, so it is calledthe public key. The corresponding decryption key is a secret known only by the key pairowner, so it is called the private key. In public key cryptography, it is computationallyinfeasible to deduce the private key from the knowledge of the public key.Traditionally, the two ends of a communication channel are called Alice and Bob. Eve isan adversary eavesdropping the channel. Alice wants to send an encrypted message to Bob;she encrypts message m, the plain text, with an encryption key k1 and sends the encryptedmessage c, the cipher text, to Bob, that is, c = f(m; k1). Bob receives the encryptedmessage and deciphers it with a decryption key k2 to recover m, that is, m = g(c; k2)and g = f�1. If public key cryptography is used, Alice uses Bob's public key to encryptmessages and Bob uses his private key to decrypt messages sent from anyone who used hispublic key. However, if symmetric key cryptography is used, Alice and Bob share a secretkey used to encrypt and decrypt messages they send to each other. That is, k1 = k2. Twogood sources of information about cryptography are [MvOV96, Sch96].A hash function is a mathematical function that takes as input a stream of variablelength and returns as a result a stream of �xed length, usually much shorter than the input.One-way hash functions are hash functions in which it is computationally easy to computethe hash value of an input stream, but it is computationally di�cult to determine anyinput stream corresponding to a known hash value. A cryptographic hash function is aone-way collision-resistant hash function; that is, it is computationally di�cult to �nd twoinput streams that result in the same hash value. Hash values produced by cryptographichash functions are also called Modi�cation Detection Codes (MDCs for short) and are usedto guarantee data integrity. Message Authentication Codes (MACs for short) are usuallyimplemented as hash values generated by cryptographic hash functions which take as inputa secret key as well as the usual input stream. MACs are used to provide data authenticationand integrity implicitly.Digital Signatures are electronic analogs of handwritten signatures, which serve as thesigner's agreement to the information a document contains, and also as evidence that couldbe shown to a third party in case of repudiation. A basic protocol of digital signaturesbased on public key cryptography is: (a) Alice encrypts a message with her private key tosign it. (b) Alice sends the signed message to Bob. (c) Bob decrypts the received messagewith Alice's public key to verify the signature. Digital signatures must provide the followingfeatures: (i) They are authentic: when Bob veri�es a message with Alice's public key, heknows she signed it; (ii) they are unforgeable: only Alice knows her private key; (iii) they



Tropyc: A Pattern Language for Cryptographic Software 25are not reusable: the signature is a function of the data being signed, so it cannot be usedwith other data; (iv) they cannot be repudiated: Bob does not need Alice help in order toprove she signed a message; (v) the signed data is unalterable: any modi�cation of the datainvalidates the signature veri�cation.A.2 Common AttacksIn a brute-force attack, Eve tests all possible valid keys to decrypt a cipher text of aknown plain text in order to �nd out the correct key. If Eve could obtain the privatekey of Alice or Bob (or their secret shared key), all the other attacks could be easilyperformed. Eve can attack a cryptosystem in four basic ways: (i) She can eavesdropthe channel. Eavesdropping an open channel is easy. However, in order to understandeavesdropped messages of a cryptographically secured channel, the key (or keys) being usedby Alice and Bob are required. (ii) She can re-send old messages. This attack is possibleif messages do not have temporal uniqueness, which can be obtained using timestamps orby changing keys periodically. (iii) She can impersonate one of the communicating endsof the channel. In such a case, Eve plays the role of Alice or Bob, either by deducing asecret key or by successfully substituting her public key for Alice's (Bob's) without Alice's(Bob's) knowledge. (iv) She can play the role of the man-in-the-middle. In order to performthe man-in-the-middle attack successfully, Eve must have obtained the private keys (or thesecret shared key) of Alice and Bob, or impersonate both Alice and Bob. In such a situation,Eve can intercept encrypted messages from Alice (Bob) to Bob (Alice), decrypts them withAlice's (Bob's) decryption key and re-encrypt them with her own encryption key beforere-sending.A.3 Auxiliary ServicesAn important issue of cryptographic services is whether they are supported by an infras-tructure which provides a strong and secure set of auxiliary services such as generation,agreement, distribution and storage of cryptographic keys. Usually, key generation algo-rithms are based on random number generators. Public keys are usually distributed togetherwith their digital certi�cates, which are packages of information attesting the ownership andvalidity of a cryptographic key. These certi�cates are usually signed by a trusted third party,called a Certi�cation Authority (CA). A private or secret key must be kept protected fromunauthorized copy and modi�cation; this can be done in two ways: (i) it can be storedin a tamper-proof hardware; (ii) it can be stored in an encrypted and authentic form ingeneral purpose hardware, such as random access memories, magnetic disks and tapes. Thisrequires a Key Encryption Key (KEK for short) which, in turn, must be protected.References[AJSW97] N. Asokan, Philippe A. Janson, Michael Steiner, and Michael Waidner. TheState of the Art in Electronic Payment Systems. IEEE Computer, pages 28{35,September 1997.
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